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Game Features 

Dynamite Wild Feature
TThe Dynamite Wild is a real fruit fest! This 
feature will be triggered by any Dynamite 
Wild landing on the reels, and your goal is to 
launch other Dynamite Wilds from your 
supply onto the reels, to create as many Wilds 
as possible.

IfIf a Dynamite Wild hits another Dynamite 
Wild, they will both explode and split into 
two Wilds each. These split Wilds will land in 
new positions on the grid. If a split Wild hap-
pens to land on an additional Dynamite Wild, 
this Dynamite Wild will also explode and 
split into two Wild symbols, which means it’s 
ccreating a chain reaction.
The feature will continue until there are no 
more explosions on the reels and your Dyna-
mite Wild supply is empty.

Free Spins
When you get 3 Bonus Scatter symbols, you 
will enter the Free Spins Bonus game! By 
default, you get 6 free spins, but you can 
upgrade to more spins in the Bonus Picker.

DuriDuring the Free Spins Bonus, you’re more 
likely to get Dynamite Wilds on the reels than 
in the base game. You can also get extra 
Dynamite Reels in the Bonus Picker.

Bonus Picker
PickPick the jar to collect 3-6 random upgrades 
for the Free Spins Bonus game! You can 
collect up to 36 Free Spins, increase the 
number of active reels, or get extra 
ammunition to use in the Dynamite Wild 
feature.

Game ID
Resolution 
Channels 

Volatility  (1-5) 
Min bet 
Default bet 
MaMax bet 

duriandynamite
16:9 

Desktop & 
mobile

5 
€ 0.20 
€1.00€1.00
€ 100

Base Game
Swoop 
Free Spins
Total  

33.07%
33.49%
29.33%
96.22%

RTP Information  

Big Win 
Super WIn 
Mega Win 
Epic Win 

Max payout x bet 

Possibility of winning 100 x bet  

15x
40x
70x
100x

1 in 72
1in 244
1 in 554
1 in 1032

2515.25

1032

Win Probabilities

DURIAN DYNAMITE

Durian Dynamite is a classic 
fruit game in a modern pack-
age, combining stunning 3D 
graphics with highly volatile 
gameplay! 

The middle reel spits out 
Durian symbols that can ex-
plode and multiply all over the 
screen, which is a completely 
unique feature, and the Bonus 
Picker keeps things exciting 
with upgrades for the Free 
SSpins Bonus game!

This slot is perfect for every-
one, as casual players will 
enjoy the fun appearance and 
high rollers will love the 
excitement!


